A standard real business-cycle model with external habit and capital adjustment costs matches a long list of asset price and business-cycle moments: equity, firm value, and riskfree rate volatility; the equity premium; excess return predictability; consumption growth predictability; basic moments of consumption, output, and investment; among others. The model also generates endogenous consumption volatility risk. Precautionary savings motives make consumption sensitive to shocks in bad times, leading to countercyclical volatility, even with homoscedastic technology shocks. Habit acts as countercyclical leverage, which amplifies this channel. Habit also implies high risk aversion, which amplifies the stock price response. (JEL G12, E21, E30)
Figure 1 Precautionary savings and consumption volatility risk
times, consumption is very volatile, as the MPC is high (dashed lines). Intuitively, in bad times, it's hard to know how much one can consume in the future.
In your run-of-the-mill business-cycle model, the magnitude of this channel is too small to account for stock market volatility. Both the magnitude of timevarying volatility and the sensitivity of stock prices to volatility need to be amplified to reconcile the data.
The simplest modeling approaches for amplifying these effects are countercyclical leverage and high risk aversion. Countercyclical leverage amplifies consumption volatility dynamics by increasing precautionary concerns in bad times (dashed-dot line of Figure 1 ). High risk aversion increases the asset price response to volatility overall.
External habit, formulated as a difference rather than a ratio, provides both types of amplification. As is well known, external habit implies high risk aversion (Campbell and Cochrane (1999) ). And in recessions, habit increases relative to consumption, acting as countercyclical leverage.
Internal habit, in contrast, creates additional motives that overwhelm the precautionary savings dynamics. Formulated as a difference, internal habit also acts as time-varying leverage. But internalizing habit introduces new terms into the stochastic discount factor (SDF) that account for the sustainability of habit, a concern that is overlooked by an external habit investor. The sustainability
General Equilibrium Production Model
The model sticks to the standard real business-cycle (RBC) model as much as possible. The only features are external habit preferences and quadratic capital adjustment. Appendix A provides a concise statement of the model.
Time is discrete, the horizon is infinite, and markets are complete. I denote log variables with lowercase; that is, z t ≡ logZ t .
Representative household
A continuum of identical households chooses asset holdings and labor hours N t to maximize
where habit H t is external to the household. For simplicity, the household does not value leisure and is endowed with a unit of labor (N t = 1 in equilibrium). I specify the evolution of habit using surplus consumption
where the hats denote aggregates. This approach leads to a simple and symmetric stochastic discount factor. It also eases comparison with the existing literature on external habit (Campbell and Cochrane 1999; Wachter 2006 ; among others), and helps avoid some technical problems (see Section 4.2). Surplus consumption evolves according to an autoregressive process:
where μ is the steady-state growth rate of technology and λ is a constant. 4 Standard external habit models specify λ as a decreasing function of surplus consumption. This assumption builds in a countercyclical volatility of marginal utility that is essential for producing time-varying risk premiums. The model does not require this assumed countercyclicality because, as we will see, production and precautionary motives endogenously generate countercyclical consumption volatility. For comparability with the literature, I fix λ at the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) steady-state value
This modification causes the issue that habit may move negatively with consumption. However, that habit is approximately a geometric average of the history of consumption (Appendix B).
Because markets are complete, the household boils down to a simple SDF:
which helps with inspecting the mechanism (Section 3).
Representative firm and market clearing
The production side of the economy is standard. The only feature is quadratic capital adjustment costs. A unit measure of identical firms produces consumption goods using capital K t and labor N t . Output is
where Z t is the standard RBC productivity state, α is capital's share of output, and X t is the deterministic long-run growth component of productivity. The productivity processes are standard:
z,t+1 ∼ N(0,1) i.i.d.,
Equation (7) is the only source of uncertainty in the model, and by assumption it is homoscedastic. Capital accumulation is standard
and firms face a convex capital adjustment cost
This formulation ensures that at the nonstochastic steady-state investment rate (e μ −1+δ) adjustment costs are zero. I assume that the adjustment costs are a pure loss. These costs are necessary to produce a volatile Tobin's q.
The firm's objective is standard
as are wages and market clearing
C t +Î t = Z tK α t (X tN ) 1−α − (Î t ,K t ).
Since households and firms are identical, in equilibrium,K = K,Ŝ = S, and C = C. Thus I drop the hats in the rest of the paper.
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Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article-abstract/30/8/2890/3835433 by Kresge Law Library user on 13 January 2018 1.3 Financial leverage I model financial leverage as an exogenous debt issuance process, similar to Jermann (1998) , Gourio (2012) , and others. The main results are invariant to financial leverage, however.
Every quarter, the firm issues J period zero coupon debt, and the face value it issues is ν J times the ex dividend value of the firm. Thus, in the long run, the debt-to-firm value ratio is roughly ν.
This leverage assumption differs somewhat from the more standard practice of assuming that debt issuance is proportional to capital (Jermann 1998) . I deviate to capture the theoretical notion that firms borrow more when investment opportunities are good. Moreover, the data show that issuance/total assets is quite volatile (Graham, Leary, and Roberts 2015) and somewhat procyclical (Covas and Den Haan 2011) .
Numerical solution method
The economics of this model suggest that proper analysis requires a global solution method. It turns out a global analysis is not required, as a 5th order perturbation with Dynare++ replicates results from projection methods. 5 Nevertheless, the prevalent concerns about Dynare++ lead me to use projection methods and to describe my methods in detail here. I provide the code for this solution method, the Dynare++ solution, and three other global nonlinear solutions on my Web site (https://sites.google.com/site/chenandrewy/). All solutions lead to similar results.
I discretize the productivity process with a 13-point Markov chain using Rouwenhorst (1995) . I then approximate the laws of motion for aggregate capital and surplus consumption using two-dimensional cubic splines. The splines are sixth order in the capital direction and eighth order in the surplus consumption direction. Breakpoints are log-spaced. Increasing the order of the approximation to 14th order in either capital or surplus consumption does not significantly affect the results.
I then use Broyden's method to find cubic spline coefficients that satisfy the firm's Euler equation on a set of collocation nodes. 6 For collocation nodes, I use the standard knot-averaging spline nodes. The algorithm is considered converged if the maximum error across all nodes is less than 10 −8 . To satisfy the surplus consumption process (3), I solve this equation within the Broyden method for capital at every collocation node and productivity state today and tomorrow.
Stability is generally an issue with projection methods, as there is no guarantee that the nonlinear solver will converge. To increase stability, I use 5 I'd like to thank an anonymous referee for examining this and informing me. a homotopy method; that is, I alter the SDF (5) so that it has an additional parameter that controls the effect of surplus consumption. When this parameter is zero, we have a power utility model, and when the parameter is one, we have the full habit model. I then solve the power utility case of this extended model, and gradually increase this additional parameter, resolving the model at each step, until I reach the full model. At each step of this homotopy method, I simulate the model to ensure that the function space domain is large enough. If the simulation hits the boundaries of the function space, I increase the domain until the simulation stays in bounds. Simulation results use a continuousAR(1) process, and the laws of motion are linearly interpolated in the productivity dimension. Kopecky and Suen (2010) finds that this combination of Rouwenhorst (1995) discretization and linear interpolation produces the most accurate results for a set of business-cycle models and expectation approximation methods. Readers concerned about discretizing productivity and then simulating a continuous process can find very similar results using only discretized productivity in an earlier version of this paper (Chen 2013) . Moreover, a projection method that instead uses Gauss-Hermite quadrature on a continuous productivity space also produces similar results (the code is available on my Web site).
Matching Asset Price and Business-Cycle Facts
This section presents the main results. It shows that the model matches a long list of stylized facts about asset prices and business cycles. This section simply presents model moments and compares them to data. I explain the economics behind the results in Section 3. I target post-war (1948-2012) data from CRSP and the NIPA because businesscycle moments are significantly affected by the world wars. Moreover, much of the asset price data is only available post-war. In the quantitative results, I compare the model to Compustat data (1963 Compustat data ( -2012 , Barclays corporate bond data , and Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) data (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) . All variables are real and quarterly. For more details, see Appendix C. Table 1 summarizes the calibration. With one exception, each parameter is chosen to match a particular data moment, and the identification is mostly standard. For example, time preference β is chosen to fit the mean return on 90-day Treasury bills. The table shows that the model hits the targets well.
Data and calibration
The resultant parameter values are similar to Campbell-Cochrane and Kaltenbrunner and Lochstoer (2010) , adjusted for model frequency. The quadratic capital adjustment cost φ = 100 may look large, but it is comparable with the value used in Guvenen (2009) and Kaltenbrunner and Lochstoer (2010) The model is quarterly, as are the parameter values. Moments are quarterly and real. The data sample is 1948-2012, with the exception of Tobin's q and leverage data. Tobin's q is (book debt + market equity)/(total assets) using Compustat data . Debt-to-firm value is (book debt)/(market equity + book debt) from Compustat data . The debt maturity figure is from Barclay and Smith (1995) . Model moments are the mean across 500 simulations of 260 quarters. For more details, see Appendix C.
if one adjusts for the functional form (see Section 3.1). Additionally, this value results in mean adjustment costs as a percentage of output of less that 1%. The financial leverage parameter ν does differ somewhat from the literature. I choose ν = 0.30 to match the aggregated market leverage of nonfinancial firms in Compustat of about 30%. In contrast, Gourio (2012) and Jahan-Parvar and Liu (2014) use much larger values, resulting in debt-to-firm value of about 50%.
The utility curvature γ , which I simply set to Campbell and Cochrane's (1999) value of two, is not chosen to fit data. I do not calibrate γ because both the steady-state surplus consumption ratio and γ capture risk aversion, and are thus hard to identify separately. 7 Table 2 begins the main results. It shows basic asset price moments from the data and model. To be clear about the role of financial leverage, I separate the table into unlevered and levered moments. Panel A shows moments that are invariant to leverage. Firm returns in the data are returns on a portfolio of stocks (CRSP index) and corporate bonds (Barclays Corporate index), weighted according to market leverage (Compustat). Tobin's q is (book debt + market equity)/(total assets). Since debt is issued at par, book debt should be a reasonably good proxy for the market value of debt. Panel B shows the more standard levered moments, along with market leverage. Overall, the model does a good job matching all 18 moments. Four of these moments are targeted by the calibration: the mean risk-free rate, the mean Sharpe ratio, the persistence of Tobin's q, and the mean debt/firm-value ratio. But the model matches many more moments beyond these four.
Basic asset price moments
The model's excess firm returns are quite volatile at about 8% per quarter, quite close to the volatility in the data of about 7%. Volatile firm returns set this model apart from production economy versions of disaster risk (Gourio 2012) , long-run risk (Croce 2014), and smooth ambiguity (Jahan-Parvar and Liu 2014), which rely on leverage to fit risky asset volatility.
The risk-free rate volatility is 2.0% per year (the risk-free rate is very persistent, so the annual volatility is about four times the quarterly 0.5%). This moment is difficult to match in habit models, which can match firm volatility but tend to produce an excessively volatile risk-free rate (i.e., 11% per year in Jermann 1998 and 25% per year in Boldrin, Christiano, and Fisher 2001) .
The model also fits many other features of asset prices. Excess returns are nearly a random walk, while the risk-free rate is highly persistent. Tobin's q and market-to-book are very volatile. Market leverage is extremely persistent and fairly volatile. The equity premium is large, as is the premium on firm returns, a natural consequence of calibrating to fit the Sharpe ratio and matching excess return volatility.
Two moments give the model a little trouble, but both can arguably be excused. Levered returns are somewhat more volatile than returns on the CRSP index (11.0% vs. 8.5%), but considering the difficulties of asset pricing in production economies, this result can probably be considered a success. Marketto-book is, on average, lower than in the data, but this is because I stick to the literature's practice of using common equity (ceq) as book equity. If I use Total Assets -Debt, the data's market-to-book is, on average, one, just as it is in the model.
Basic business-cycle moments
The data-like asset prices come with good predictions about basic businesscycle moments. Table 3 compares these moments in the data and model simulations.
The model retains the basic successes of the RBC framework: Consumption is about half as volatile as output, as intended by the calibration; investment is significantly more volatile; and all quantities are correlated with output. Moreover, all quantities display little persistence, consistent with the relatively small autocorrelations seen in the data. The model somewhat overstates the volatility of output growth, but it understates the volatility of its HPfiltered analogue. Total factor productivity (TFP) volatility is also overstated, a consequence of lacking labor dynamics that magnify the effect of shocks.
Real term structure
The model also performs reasonably well along term structure moments. Table 4 shows the real zero coupon default free term structure. Because the sample is short (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) and the yields are highly persistent, I also show moments for the subsample 1999-2007 (before the 2008 financial crisis and zero lower bound period). The model captures well the extremely high persistence of all yields, and matches the levels fairly well too. In particular, the model's mean yields are quite close to the pre-2008 data for maturities of five years of fewer. The model somewhat overstates the yield on ten-year TIPS, however, and cannot address the level of yields in the full sample that includes the zero lower bound.
The model has more difficulty with the volatility of real yields, particularly for longer-dated maturities. Indeed, while the volatility declines with maturity in the data, the model predicts a slightly upward-sloping volatility structure. This characteristic of TIPS data may be special to this relatively young market, however. Indeed, the volatility of nominal Treasury yields is roughly flat (Wachter 2006) . Lastly, the model predicts high real 30-year yields of 5%. The data on 30-year TIPS are limited as these bonds were discontinued for much of the 2000's, but the available data suggests that real 30-year yields should be closer to 3%.
Excess return and cash flow predictability
Section 2.2 shows that the model generates a volatile stock market. This large volatility does not mean that the model captures the nature of stock market fluctuations, however. The data show that much of the stock market's volatility is due to predictability of excess returns, and unconnected to expected growth in the real economy. This stylized fact is commonly characterized by forecasting regressions using asset valuations. Table 5 shows that the model does a good job of replicating these regressions. The table shows forecasting regressions using Tobin's q, though market-to-book produces similar results.
The table shows that, like in the data, fluctuations in asset valuations are tied to future excess returns. The magnitudes are similar too: A one-standarddeviation rise in valuations implies that the next year's unlevered excess return declines about 4% in both the model and the data. The model somewhat overstates the predictability of equity returns, which may be due to the fact that the simple leverage process is too tightly connected to risk premiums. Target t+j = α +β log Tobin's q t +e t .
"Ex ret" means excess returns over the risk-free rate. Returns are in percentages, and log Tobin's q t is normalized to have a standard deviation of one. Standard errors are Newey-West with 2(L−1) lags. The data are quarterly. "Firm ex ret" uses CRSP + Barclays returns ; "levered ex ret" uses CRSP returns ; "cons growth" and "GDP growth" use BEA data . Risk-free rate data are a simple forecast of the real three-month Treasury-bill return. Model figures are the mean across 500 simulations of 260 quarters. For more details, see Appendix C.
The model also captures the flip side of return predictability: Movements in Tobin's q are unconnected to future consumption and output growth. All coefficients on the consumption growth or output growth regressions are statistically insignificant in both the data and the model.
In addition to Tobin's q and market-to-book, the model replicates the excess return forecasting power of investment/capital, surplus consumption, and the price-dividend ratio. These results can be found in the Online Appendix.
Consumption volatility moments
We've seen that the model replicates the fact that asset valuations are disconnected from future growth in the real economy. But several empirical studies show that valuations are connected to future volatility (e.g., Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron 2012) . This section shows that the model captures this volatility-valuation connection.
I use a number of measures of consumption volatility. All measures begin by removing an expected growth component from consumption growth with an AR(1) model:
I then either (1) estimate GARCH-type models on the residual c,t+1 or (2) use the mean absolute residual as a nonparametric measure of conditional 
where c t+1 is real per capita quarterly consumption growth from the BEA volatility. This procedure follows Bansal, Khatchatrian, and Yaron (2005) (see also Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron 2012; Beeler and Campbell 2012) . Table 6 compares time-varying volatility in the model and data using GARCH type models. Panel A examines GARCH(1,1). The data columns indicate that consumption volatility is persistent and mildly sensitive to shocks. These parameters lead to a volatility process with a standard deviation of 0.15% and an autocorrelation of about 0.95. The model matches the point estimates well, considering the large standard errors in the data estimate.
Panel B examines a GJR-GARCH(1,1,1) model for robustness. Once again, consumption volatility is persistent and mildly sensitive to shocks. With GJR-GARCH, one observes asymmetry in volatility: Negative shocks are associated with much larger increases in volatility than positive shocks. The model captures this feature of the data, though the magnitude of this asymmetry is overstated.
With measures of consumption volatility in hand, I can now show how they relate to asset valuations. Table 7 examines regressions of consumption volatility on market-to-book. In addition to the GARCH-type estimates, the table also examines a nonparametric measure: the sum of the absolute value of consumption growth residuals from (14) (following Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012) and Beeler and Campbell (2012) ). where cvol t is an estimate of consumption volatility (see Table 6 ). "Nonparam" is 12 The table's data columns replicate results found in previous papers (e.g., Kandel and Stambaugh 1990; Lettau, Ludvigson, and Wachter 2008; Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron 2012) . Consumption volatility has a robust and negative relationship with asset valuations. In terms of magnitudes, a one-standarddeviation rise in market-to-book comes with a half a standard deviation drop in consumption volatility. The model matches the sign and robustness of this relationship, and although it somewhat overstates the slopes and R 2 's, the match is reasonable given the large standard errors on the consumption volatility estimates. Results with Tobin's q, the price-dividend ratio, and market equity to total net worth from FRED produce similar results and can be found in the Online Appendix.
The model's consumption volatility results are akin to those from the more recent volatility-focused calibration of the long-run risk model (Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron 2012) . This comparable performance exists despite the fact that Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012) specify their volatility process exogenously, while in my model, all time-varying volatility is endogenous.
The consumption volatility results also separate the model from the existing literature on risk premiums in production economies. Other models that match the empirical links between risk premiums and business-cycle variables rely on unobservables like changes in disaster risk (Gourio 2012) or ambiguity (Jahan-Parvar and Liu 2014). Though measures of time-varying consumption volatility are noisy, they exist and are empirically related to several indicators of risk premiums.
Inspecting the Mechanism
I have shown that a single-shock RBC model provides a unified description of (1) basic asset price moments, (2) basic business-cycle moments, (3) the real term structure, and (4) time-varying consumption volatility. This section explains how these results are achieved.
I begin by explaining how volatile firm returns are the result of high adjustment costs (Section 3.1). High adjustment costs require a low EIS (Section 3.2) that would lead to an excessively volatile risk-free rate, but consumption volatility risk provides a smoothing effect (Section 3.3). The smoothing effect also helps match the term structure.
Consumption volatility risk comes from a concave consumption function that, in turn, comes from "prudent" preferences and external habit (Section 3.4). Consumption volatility risk also addresses time-varying risk premiums (Section 3.5) and endogenizes the Campbell-Cochrane habit sensitivity function (Section 3.6).
Volatile firm returns and large adjustment costs
Volatile firm returns require several elements, but the final piece is large adjustment costs. Large costs mean that productivity shocks are absorbed by asset prices rather than investment (Jermann 1998; Kogan 2004; Jermann 2010; Kogan and Papanikolaou 2012) .
This intuition is formalized with the investment return -stock return identity (Cochrane 1991; Restoy and Rockinger 1994) . Because the model has a homogenous production technology, the firm return is
where α(Y t+1 /K t+1 ) is the marginal product of capital, I t+1 /K t+1 is the investment rate, and φ is the quadratic adjustment cost parameter. Although the firm return is very volatile at about 15% per year, the investment rate volatility is tiny, at less than 2% per year. The only way to reconcile these two sides, then, is with a very large adjustment cost parameter.
The calibration uses a quadratic parameter φ = 100 to achieve this high equity volatility. Is this large parameter "reasonable" or "realistic"? Like any question about realism in a macro model, this is a contentious issue. But at least three measures show that the adjustment costs are reasonable.
The volatility version of Equation (15) is the first measure. This relationship between investment and stock returns exists in a wide range of models, and thus serves as a nonparametric estimator of the adjustment cost parameter (Chen 2016b) . Volatile stock returns and relatively smooth investment mean that the adjustment cost parameter must be huge. In fact, it must be about 100, unless one includes investment-specific technology shocks.
The second measure comes from the relative volatility of consumption growth. φ = 100 was chosen to fit this moment, and thus serves as an additional check beyond Equation (15). This second measure is dependent on the low EIS of the habit model, but this criticism can be applied to many adjustment cost estimates.
The third measure comes from comparing the quadratic cost parameter with values used in the literature. This is a rather indirect method to judge realism, but still it's helpful to understand how models differ. To make this comparison, I need to put quadratic costs on an equal footing with the more common constant elasticity cost (Baxter and Crucini 1993; Jermann 1998) 
where ξ is the elasticity of investment with respect to Tobin's q and I K is the steady-state investment rate. A natural metric for comparison is the marginal cost of capital tomorrow. Quadratic costs imply that the marginal cost is linear in the investment rate with slope φ
while constant elasticity costs imply a nonlinear marginal cost 8
Figure 2 compares the marginal cost of capital under the calibrated quadratic adjustment cost, a calibrated constant elasticity adjustment cost (see Section 5), and Jermann's (1998) calibration of the constant elasticity cost.
The figure shows that the quadratic cost parameter φ = 100 is comparable in magnitude to Jermann's (1998) 
Figure 2 Comparing quadratic versus Jermann adjustment costs
The calibrated quadratic adjustment cost is similar in magnitude to Jermann's (1998) . "Quadratic" is the baseline model (17) with φ = 100. "Jermann" lines are constant elasticity costs (18). ξ = 0.40 fits the relative volatility of consumption in this model. ξ = 0.23 is the value used in Jermann (1998) for comparison.
Large adjustment costs and the EIS
Because large adjustment costs are important for matching firm volatility, why don't other models assume high adjustment costs? The answer is that large costs also require a low EIS, which tends to create problems in other parts of the model. To understand this importance of a low EIS, note that adjustment costs discourage volatile investment. Shocks to production must go somewhere, so market clearing implies that adjustment costs encourage volatile consumption. Thus, a low EIS is required to balance out high adjustment costs. Intuitively, a low EIS household will demand that the firm provide smooth consumption in spite of costly adjustments to the capital stock.
In external habit models, the EIS is very small. In the baseline model, we have 9
9 Differentiate (20) and use the definition of λ (4). This low EIS contrasts with the values of 1.5 or higher that are used in the longrun risks, rare disaster, and ambiguity aversion literatures (e.g., Croce 2014; Gourio 2012; Jahan-Parvar and Liu 2014).
Smooth risk-free rate and long-term bonds
The low EIS required by large adjustment costs (and firm value volatility) tends to create an excessively volatile risk-free rate. This is the lynchpin of the riskfree volatility-firm value volatility link seen in the literature. High EIS models tend to have low volatility on both fronts (Croce 2014), while low EIS models have high volatility (Jermann 1998) . Consumption volatility risk drives a wedge in this link by smoothing the risk-free rate with a precautionary savings effect. This smoothing effect can be seen in the lognormal approximation:
Precautionary Savings
The intertemporal substitution (IS) term is large in bad times, when consumption and surplus consumption are expected to improve. The precautionary savings effect works in the opposite direction: Bad times mean high volatility and push down the risk-free rate. This formal analysis has a simple intuition. In bad times, investors want to borrow from the future, selling the risk-free asset and pushing up the rate. But in bad times, the economy is especially volatile, and investors with precautionary savings motives will be reluctant to sell assets.
Whether this smoothing effect is large enough to fit the data can only be seen in model simulations. Figure 3 shows that the magnitude is large, and just enough to lead to a data-like risk-free rate. The figure plots the IS and precautionary terms from model simulations. The left panel shows that in the baseline model, these two effects cancel out nicely.
The fact that these two forces cancel out is, in part, a result of the high persistence of habit in the model. The right panel of Figure 3 shows how a lower persistence degrades this result. It plots the decomposition of the risk-free rate for ρ s = 0.85 instead of the baseline 0.98.
Both forces still work to balance each other, but now the IS effects dominate. Intuitively, a low persistence of habit means that habit will strongly mean revert tomorrow. Thus, in bad times, there is a pronounced desire to borrow from a brighter future. Moreover, faster mean reversion means that precautionary savings effects become weaker. As habit will recover more quickly, the magnitude of countercyclical leverage is weakened. Because the risk-free rate is not very cyclical, the term structure is rather flat. This is understood from a no arbitrage restriction on the two-period bond price 10
The term premium component is compensation for the cyclicality of interest rates. If interest rates rise in bad times, as they do in this model, then this component is negative, long-term bond prices suffer a discount, and we have an upward sloping yield curve. In this model, the cyclicality is rather limited (Figure 3 ), leading to a moderately upward sloping real term structure (Table 4) .
Endogenous consumption volatility risk
The risk-free rate analysis begs the question: Where does consumption volatility risk come from? The model is driven by a single homoscedastic process (7). Thus, the heteroscedasticity must come from nonlinearity in the model's laws of motion. Figure 4 shows this nonlinearity. The left panel plots consumption versus stock prices, and we see that consumption is concave and, moreover, that the 10 Simply apply iterated expectations and the covariance definition to P slope is higher in bad times (low surplus consumption). This nonlinearity leads to countercyclical consumption volatility (right panel), as consumption is more sensitive to shocks in bad times.
To understand where consumption volatility risk is coming from, it helps to examine a simplified version of the full-blown GE model. I'll examine this simplified model for the rest of this subsection and return to the full model afterwards.
Consider a two-period consumption savings problem with the same period utility as the full model:
and habit levels H 1 and H 2 are exogenous and known with certainty. For simplicity the investor has no time preference. At date 0, the investor has wealth W 0 . Nothing occurs at date 0, but the date serves as a reference point. At date 1, the investor receives a wealth shock, making his wealth W 1 = W 0 + W 1 . He or she consumes C 1 , and saves the rest of his or her wealth W 1 −C 1 in a risky asset. At date 2, the return on the risky asset R 2 is realized, and he or she consumes the remaining wealth R 2 (W 1 −C 1 ).
The simplified model comes down to solving for date 1 consumption C 1 (W 1 )
Problem (22) is isomorphic to a power utility model with an exogenous leverage process. To see this, simply sub in C t =C t +H t anywhere you see consumption. H t then shows up as fixed payments in the budget constraint. Note that this equivalence does not exist for internal habit, which adds an additional constraint to the model (see Section 4) .
To analyze the properties of consumption, take a Taylor of expansion of C 1 (W 1 ) around W 0 . Using this expansion, the volatility of C 1 is approximately
that is, consumption volatility is proportional to the marginal propensity to consume (MPC). Intuitively, the MPC captures the responsiveness of consumption to shocks. So the higher the MPC, the more responsive, and thus the more volatile, is consumption. I assume that W 1 is small enough that Equation (23) is a good approximation. Unfortunately, even in a two-period consumption savings problem, power utility typically precludes closed-form solutions (Carroll 2001) . However, using the methods from Carroll and Kimball (1996) , I can still prove some properties of consumption. 11 Proposition 1. The date 1 MPC is decreasing in wealth-that is, C 1 (W 1 ) < 0.
Appendix D provides the proof. Mathematically, one can demonstrate that this model falls into the broad class of models in which consumption is strictly concave (Carroll and Kimball 1996) .
Economically, the concavity comes from the fact that these preferences display precautionary savings motives. This is because the preferences are "prudent" in the sense of Kimball (1990) . Under prudent preferences, as the investor gets richer, he has less of a need for savings as protection against uncertainty. Financial constraints are an alternative way of generating precautionary savings behavior and would produce similar effects.
The following corollary shows that this simple model has endogenous consumption volatility risk: Corollary 1. The volatility of C 1 is countercyclical, that is,
Proof. Because the MPC is positive and decreasing in wealth, the absolute value of the MPC is decreasing in wealth. Because the volatility of C 1 is proportional to the absolute value of the MPC (Equation (23)), the volatility of C 1 is also decreasing in wealth.
Consumption volatility risk stems from the effect of the wealth shock on the investor's desire for precautionary savings at date 1. A positive shock weakens this desire, decreasing savings and boosting consumption, while a negative shock encourages him to hunker down, with opposite effects. From the perspective of date 0, this uncertainty in the need for precautionary savings at date 1 causes additional consumption volatility. Because the need for precautionary savings intensifies at low levels of wealth, consumption volatility is countercyclical, and thus we have consumption volatility risk.
This channel exists in a broad class of models, but the magnitude is tiny compared with the data (Posch 2011 ). The following proposition shows that external habit amplifies the channel.
Proposition 2. The MPC and consumption volatility increase in the date 1 habit, that is,
Appendix D provides the proof. Intuitively, the payment is a reduction in wealth. This makes the investor poorer and amplifies precautionary motives. Mathematically, the payment shifts the consumption toward the steeper end of the concave consumption function. Note that habit H 1 would act as an even stronger amplifier if it is negatively correlated with wealth. In this case, Corollary 1 and Proposition 2 will feed off each other. Indeed, this amplification is occurs endogenously in the GE model (Figure 4) .
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the theoretical results. The figures show results from numerical solutions of the two-period model for different levels of the payments. 12 In all solutions, I set H 1 = H 2 . This specification focuses on how habit or leverage "concavifies" the consumption function by eliminating intertemporal substitution effects that complicate the picture. Figure 5 plots date 1 consumption (analogous to the left panel of Figure 4 ) and MPC as a function of wealth. The left panel shows that, as long as habit is positive, consumption is strictly concave. The right panel shows that this concavity is reflected in an MPC that decreases in wealth (Proposition 1). Figure 5 also shows that habit increases the MPC (Proposition 2). Figure 6 shows how these consumption policies affect consumption volatility (analogous to the right panel of Figure 4 ). As long as habit is positive, consumption volatility decreases in wealth (Corollary 1). Because precautionary savings motives prescribe a countercyclical MPC, and because consumption volatility is proportional to the MPC (Equation (23)), consumption volatility is countercyclical. The figure also shows how habit increases consumption volatility (Proposition 2). Consumption volatility risk and asset prices Consumption volatility drives risk premiums and valuations, and valuations are unconnected to consumption growth. Equity premium is the expected excess return on the firm. All figures are quarterly. The plot shows 1,000 random quarters from 130,000 quarters of model simulations.
Time-varying risk premiums
Consumption volatility risk is also critical to the nature of market volatility. Asset valuations in the model are driven by time-varying risk premiums. Timevarying risk premiums, in turn, come from time-varying consumption volatility.
The link between risk premiums, consumption volatility, and asset valuations is seen in Figure 7 . The figure shows scatterplots of asset prices and real variables from model simulations. In the left panel we see that, as consumption volatility moves around, so does the equity premium (expected excess returns on the firm). These movements in the equity premium drive asset valuations (middle panel), leaving asset valuations unconnected to expected consumption growth.
The story is simple: Times of high consumption volatility are risky times with large risk premiums and low asset prices. But a little math provides additional insight and builds confidence in the mechanism. A lognormal approximation of the SDF shows that the conditional maximum Sharpe ratio is 13 max {all assets}
The conditional maximum Sharpe ratio is the conditional volatility of consumption growth, multiplied by preference parameters: γ is the utility curvature (1), and λ is the conditional volatility of the habit process (3). This expression shows how habit provides not only countercyclical leverage, but also high risk aversion and sensitive asset prices. The habit sensitivity λ = 1 S −1 amplifies local risk aversion γ and the response of discount rates 13 The log-SDF is m t+1 = logβ −γ s t+1 −γ c t+1 and the habit process is s t+1 = −(1−ρ s )(s t −s)+λ c t+1 .
Plug the habit process into the log-SDF. Then assume that the SDF is lognormal, and we have
to consumption volatility movements. Thus, a small increase in consumption volatility leads to a large drop in asset prices, like in the data (Table 7) .
Consumption volatility and Campbell-Cochrane
Consumption volatility risk also endogenizes a key aspect of the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) (1−S 2 ) .
The expressions (24) and (25) are very similar. The only difference is that the time dependence is switched. In my model, consumption volatility σ t ( c t+1 ) drives Sharpe ratios, while in Campbell-Cochrane, the driver is time-varying habit sensitivity λ(s t ). Consumption volatility is, of course, very different from habit sensitivity. While it's difficult to interpret and identify habit sensitivity, consumption volatility affects asset prices in almost every economic model and can be readily measured outside of the model. Moreover, while some consider the CampbellCochrane habit sensitivity function reverse-engineered, consumption volatility in my model is the result of the complex interaction between technology shocks, investment frictions, and precautionary savings motives.
Despite its endogenous nature, consumption volatility behaves very similarly to the exogenous Campbell-Cochrane habit sensitivity. To demonstrate this, I construct an "implied consumption volatility" from the Campbell-Cochrane sensitivity function by equating the two expressions for the maximum Sharpe ratio (Equations (24) and (25)). I call this implied consumption volatility because one can replace the Campbell-Cochrane sensitivity function with this implied consumption volatility and get similar quantitative results. Explicitly,
Implied consumption volatility is the unconditional volatility σ ( c t+1 ), rescaled by the deviation of the habit sensitivity from its steady state
. Figure 8 compares the Campbell-Cochrane implied consumption volatility with the consumption volatility from my model. The left panel shows scatterplots of the two volatilities against surplus consumption. Both are countercyclical-that is, they decline in surplus consumption. Moreover, for much of the plot, implied consumption volatility runs right through the middle of the cloud of dots representing consumption volatility. The two channels are qualitatively and quantitatively similar. The dashed line is consumption volatility implied by the Campbell-Cochrane λ(s t ) (Equation (27)). "Baseline" shows the calibrated model. "Jermann Adj Cost" replaces the quadratic adjustment cost with constant elasticity, applying the same calibration approach. "Less Persistent Habit" reduces ρ s from 0.98 to 0.85.
How sensitive are these results to the model's assumptions? Figure 8 shows how the consumption volatility function changes under two different assumptions: (1) a Jermann-style (1998) constant elasticity adjustment cost instead of a quadratic one and (2) a less persistent habit process, which brings the model closer to the one-period-ahead habit of Jermann (1998) .
The figure shows that the qualitative predictions are robust. Intuitively, the theoretical results in the two-period model (Section 3.4) are still active. Regardless of the exact parameterization, the MPC is still declining in wealth, increasing in leverage, and thus consumption volatility declines in surplus consumption.
Mimicking the sensitivity function means that the model inherits the outstanding asset pricing performance of Campbell and Cochrane (1999) . Like in Campbell-Cochrane, surplus consumption becomes a "recession state variable," risk premiums are countercyclical, and precautionary savings effects smooth the risk-free rate.
This similarity also means that the model inherits a criticism of CampbellCochrane, however. Like in their model, risk aversion is very high and volatile. Local curvature γ S t ≈ 35 is far above the value that are reasonable by introspection (Mankiw and Zeldes 1991) . The more formal value-functionbased risk aversion (see Campbell and Cochrane's 1999 appendix) is even higher at about 40 with a standard deviation of about ten.
Comparison with Internal Habit
How important is the fact that habit is external? Several papers suggest that externalities are important for generating large equity volatility (e.g., Favilukis and Lin 2015; Petrosky-Nadeau, Zhang, and Kuehn 2013; Kung and Schmid 2015; Kilic and Wachter 2015) . This section shows that the external nature of habit is critical. In contrast to external habit, internal habit models lead to an excessively volatile riskfree rate, little return predictability, and small variations in consumption volatility. Internalizing habit introduces a new type of risk: the risk that current consumption is difficult to sustain. This new risk is large and overwhelms the forces driving the external habit model. As a result, there is little countercyclicality in the volatility of the SDF, little risk-free rate smoothing, and small variation in risk premiums.
Interestingly, the intuition behind these results is much different than the traditional intuition behind externalities and risk. In most models, externalities are on the production side and act as frictions which prevent agents from reducing risk. In contrast, habit models lead to externalities on consumption, and in this case externalities alter the nature of risk itself.
Internal habit specification and intuition
To study the importance of the externality, I alter the baseline model (Section 1) so that habit is internal and habit evolution follows
whereC t is steady-state consumption. This process nests Jermann (1998) (ω = ρ h = 0) and is a discrete-time version of Constantinides (1990) . Equation (28) deviates from the baseline (3) by modeling the habit level rather than surplus consumption and by using the consumption level rather than consumption growth. Both changes are required to make internal habit tractable. Without them, it's impossible to write down a Bellman equation (without some kind of creative transformation). 14 Though the habit process (28) makes internal habit tractable, it also introduces technical problems. Specifically, it introduces infeasible regions of the state space, as depicted in Figure 9 .
These regions are infeasible either because (1) productivity is low and does not allow consumption to be above habit or (2) the household will eventually be forced into situation (1). The planner's value function becomes badly behaved near these regions too. These problems are avoided in external habit, because one can model habit using surplus consumption, and as long as surplus consumption is positive, consumption is above habit. Chapman (1998) shows that internal habit can also lead to negative marginal utility, a result that does not occur in for the parameters used in this section. Internalizing habit amounts to introducing additional terms into the SDF that account for future habit
More precisely, Ω t is the marginal value of habit, a margin that is absent under external habit. The SDF shows how externalities in consumption differ from externalities in production. Externalities in production typically come down to frictions that prevent the agents from removing risk from the economy (like in PetroskyNadeau, Zhang, and Kuehn 2013) or shift risk onto equity holders (like in Favilukis and Lin 2015) . In contrast, externalities in consumption alter the SDF and change the nature of risk itself.
Risk in the internal habit model is about the sustainability of consumption. Unlike the external habit model, low surplus consumption is fine (high (C t+1 − H t+1 ) −γ is okay)-as long as it will be similarly low in the future (λ h Ω t is very negative).
The presence of the external habit terms (C t+1 −H t+1 ) −γ means that some of the precautionary savings dynamics from the baseline (Section 3.4) still exists. These forces, however, are mixed in with powerful motives for sustainable consumption, and the critical element-countercyclical SDF volatility-may be relatively muted.
Numerical comparison with internal habit
These intuitions are borne out in numerical results. I consider two internal habit parameterizations. The first is a 'Jermann-Style' model (ω = 0, ρ h = 0). The second 'Constantinides-Style' model tries to get as close to the baseline as possible. As such, it incorporates exogenous persistence in habit (ρ h = 0.70) like in Constantinides (1990) . Habit is endogenously very persistent, and thus the equilibrium persistence of habit will be much higher (about 0.996). This model also tries to be close to the baseline by choosing the intercept ω so that surplus consumption is low. Unfortunately, the model becomes badly behaved All figures are quarterly. "Baseline" is the model from Section 1. Other columns use the same technological parameters as the Baseline, but assume internal habit (28). "Jermann style" uses β = 1.000, ω = 0, ρ h = 0, λ = 0.80. "Constantinides style" uses β = 0.995, ρ h = 0.70, λ = 0.20, and chooses ω so thatS = 0.18. γ = 2 in all models. "Vol" is standard deviation. Excess returns are returns on firm value in excess of a simple forecast of threemonth Treasury-bills. Firm returns are the weighted average of the CRSP index and the Barclays Corporate Investment Grade index ). Tobin's q is (market equity + book equity)/(total assets) from Compustat data . Long-term yields are zero coupon TIPS and span 1999-2012. α and ρ are from GARCH models σ 2 c,t+1 = κ +α 2 c,t +ρσ 2 c,t , where σ c,t is consumption volatility using data from 1948 to 2012 (see Table 6 ). Model moments are the mean across 500 simulations of 260 quarters. For more details, see Appendix C.
with surplus consumption similar to the baseline (see Figure 9) , and thus I settle for a moderately low value ofS ≈ 0.18.
The two remaining habit parameters are calibrated to the data. λ h is chosen to fit the relative volatility of consumption growth and β is chosen to fit the risk-free rate. All other parameters are the same as those used in the baseline. Table 8 compares key moments from the baseline and the internal habit models. Internal habit generates reasonably volatile excess returns, at about 6% per quarter compared with the baseline's 8%. They perform relatively poorly in three dimensions, however. Relative to the baseline, the risk-free rate is much more volatile, excess returns are much less forecastable, and the GARCH coefficients in consumption are much smaller. The Constantinidesstyle model performs somewhat better on the volatility of the risk-free rate, but the difference in the models is stark if one examines relative volatility of excess returns and the risk-free rate.
The poor performance along these three moments is linked, and ultimately comes from the addition of consumption sustainability concerns into the SDF. These concerns mean that the precautionary effects of high habit are diminished, and thus consumption becomes less concave in wealth. Figure 10 illustrates the weakened consumption volatility effects. The left panel plots consumption against stock prices. Consumption is nearly linear (x's), unlike in the baseline (circles). With less concave consumption, consumption volatility becomes relatively constant (right panel). The right panel also illustrates one of the numerical difficulties of internal habit. In rare instances the model exhibits corner-like solutions: Increasing consumption makes habit unsustainable but one cannot decrease consumption without hitting habit, making consumption volatility drop sharply.
The right panel shows that there is still some variability in consumption volatility. This variability leads to some time-varying risk, as consumption volatility and SDF volatility are tightly linked (their correlation is 0.94 for the Constantinides-style model). The resultant countercyclicality in the SDF is much smaller than in the baseline, however, and thus we have larger risk-free rate volatility and less return predictability in Table 8 .
The risk-free rate effects are explicitly decomposed in Figure 11 , which plots the intertemporal substitution and precautionary savings portions of the risk-free rate. The internal habit process does not allow the closed form decomposition from Figure 3 , but we can still do an analogous decomposition
Figure 11 Decomposition of the risk-free rate: internal habit Countercyclical volatility does not smooth the risk-free rate, unlike in the baseline (Figure 3 ). "Intertemporal substitution" is -E t (m t+1 ) and "Precautionary saving" is − 1 2 Var t (m t+1 ) (Equation (31)). Each marker represents a quarter from a model simulation.
The figure shows that the intertemporal substitution (IS) effect increases sharply in bad times. The precautionary effect also increases slightly, but the magnitude is much too small to smooth the risk-free rate. The right panel shows that the Constantinides-style model performs better by reducing the IS effect (it makes habit more persistent and less mean reverting).
There is one dimension in which internal habit performs better. Returning to Table 8 , both the Jermann-style and the Constantinides-style model perform better than external habit for ten-year bonds. This improvement is seen in both the mean and the volatility of long-term yields. Thus, the poor performance of internal habit models is concentrated at the short end of the yield curve.
This improved performance at the longer end is related to the persistence of the risk-free rate and the persistence of SDF volatility under internal habit. Unlike in external habit, the autocorrelation function of these key variables dies out very quickly as the horizon extends. For example, the eighth order (twoyear) autocorrelation of the risk-free rate is 0.05 for the Jermann-style model and 0.21 for the Constantinides-style model, much lower than 0.70 for external habit. This reduced persistence tempers the riskiness of long-term bonds under internal habit. Intuitively, a negative technology shock signals just a couple quarters of high interest rates and risk premiums under internal habit, primarily affecting the short end of the yield curve. The same shock would shift asset prices for several years under external habit, leading to sharp movements even in ten-year bonds. ). Tobin's q is (market equity + book equity)/(total assets) from Compustat data . α and ρ are from GARCH models σ 2 c,t+1 = κ +α 2 c,t +ρσ 2 c,t where σ c,t is consumption volatility using data from 1948 to 2012 (see Table  6 ). Model moments are the mean across 500 simulations of 260 quarters. For more details, see Appendix C.
Robustness
This section examines the sensitivity of the model's asset pricing performance (Section 2) to changes in modeling assumptions. It shows that, unlike models that rely on Epstein-Zin preferences, the main results are robust to permanent technology shocks. The results also remain under the more popular constant elasticity ("Jermann style") adjustment costs. The results are degraded, however, if one significantly reduces the persistence of habit. Table 9 compares key moments of these three alternative models with the baseline. The permanent shock and constant elasticity cost models are calibrated using a procedure similar to the baseline's ( Table 1 ). The less persistent habit model does not permit calibration, as I will explain shortly.
Permanent technology shocks
The baseline model assumes that technology experiences persistent shocks around a linear trend. But there is empirical support for permanent shocks (e.g., Nelson and Plosser 1982) , and permanent shocks can significantly alter the properties of models (King and Rebelo 1999; Kaltenbrunner and Lochstoer 2010) .
To examine this question, I study a model in which the persistence of productivity ρ z = 1, and in which other parameters are calibrated to match the data as much as possible. Permanent shocks tends to make output less sensitive to technology shocks (King and Rebelo 1999) . Thus, I increase σ z to 0.016 to fit the volatility of output growth. I keep adjustment costs the same as in the baseline to keep things simple. I then lower the steady-state habitS to 0.055 to try to fit the relative volatility of consumption growth. The resultant relative volatility of 0.75 is high compared with the data, but loweringS even more has little effect on this ratio, and the solver becomes unstable forS lower than 0.050. Finally, time preference β = 0.966 is then chosen to fit the risk-free rate.
The "permanent tech shocks" column of Table 9 shows the results. Overall, the strong asset pricing performance is preserved under permanent shocks. The risk-free rate is still smooth and persistent, while firm excess returns are still volatile and predictable. This robustness stands in contrast to models with Epstein-Zin preferences, in which the switch to ρ z = 1 dramatically alters the model's properties (Kaltenbrunner and Lochstoer 2010) .
This result can be understood by comparing the external habit SDF with Epstein-Zin's:
where ψ is an intertemporal substitution parameter, and R c,t+1 is the return on the consumption claim. The return on the consumption claim is highly sensitive to permanent shocks, since the value of the claim depends on the infinite future of consumption (Bansal and Yaron 2004; Kaltenbrunner and Lochstoer 2010) . In contrast, the external habit SDF (5) is entirely determined by next period's consumption (3). Indeed, surplus consumption remains stationary despite the fact that consumption has a unit root. Permanent shocks do degrade the model performance in a few of areas, however.As discussed above, permanent shocks make it hard to match businesscycle moments. The results fall in line with intuition from the standard RBC model (King and Rebelo 1999) . Permanent shocks imply large wealth effects on consumption and make consumption especially volatile. This channel should be even larger in my model with its volatile stock market. Table 9 shows that the ARCH coefficient on consumption is less than half of what is found in the baseline model. This weakening of time-varying consumption volatility is more a reflection of the limitations of GARCH estimates than the properties of the model, however. Figure 12 takes a closer look by examining exact consumption volatility computed from the model's laws of motion. The plot shows that simulated consumption volatility ranges from about 0.50% to 1.00% per quarter in the permanent shock model, which is only slightly less variable than the 0.25% to 1.00% range in the baseline model (Figure 7 ). Figure 12 also shows that the permanent shock has no problem replicating the qualitative predictions of the persistent shock model. Like in the baseline, asset valuations are entirely driven by risk premiums, and movements in both come from consumption volatility fluctuations.
Figure 12
Consumption volatility risk and asset prices in the permanent shock model Consumption volatility still drives the equity premium and Tobin's q, but the variability is much smaller than in the baseline (Figure 7 ).
Jermann adjustment costs
The baseline model uses quadratic adjustment costs, rather than the more common constant elasticity cost used in Jermann (1998) . This section shows that most of the main results remain under the more popular adjustment cost formulation.
To demonstrate this robustness, I replace the quadratic cost (10) with the constant elasticity one (16) discussed earlier. I calibrate the elasticity of investment with respect to Tobin's q to fit the relative volatility of consumption growth, as I did with the quadratic parameter in the baseline. I also adjust time preference to fit the risk-free rate.
The "Jermann adjust. cost" column of Table 9 shows the result. Overall, the constant elasticity cost model has the same moment matching performance as the calibrated model. The only difference lies in the excess return predictability regressions. Constant elasticity costs result in a somewhat lower R 2 . As explained in Section 3, constant elasticity costs result in a less countercyclical consumption volatility function (Figure 8) , which is the result of the fact that constant elasticity costs are more severe away from the steady-state investment rate (Figure 2 ).
Lower persistence of habit
The high persistence of habit of the baseline model is motivated by the fact that asset prices, from equity valuations to Treasury yields, are highly persistent. The "lower persist. of habit" column of Table 9 examines a model in which the persistence of habit ρ s is lowered from 0.98 to 0.85.
The table shows that high persistence is critical. The much lower ρ s still results in a highly persistent q of 0.93, compared to the data value of 0.96. This is because q also inherits the persistence of productivity, which is still very high (ρ z = 0.98).
Despite the good match for q persistence, the low ρ s model fails to match key moments. The volatility of the risk-free rate triples, bringing the model in line with the high risk-free rate volatility of Jermann (1998) and Boldrin, Christiano, and Fisher (2001) . As shown in Figure 3 , with low persistence the intertemporal substitution effect dominates precautionary savings effects. Firm returns also become excessively volatile.
The relative volatility of consumption becomes too low, but this cannot be fixed without exacerbating the asset price moments. The low consumption volatility calls for a high adjustment cost, but higher adjustment costs would lead to even higher volatility in firm excess returns and the risk-free rate.
Conclusion
A standard RBC model with external habit and capital adjustment costs matches a long list of asset price and business-cycle moments. The model matches both the high volatility of firm returns and the low volatility of the risk-free rate. Consumption volatility risk is critical to these results, as it smooths the riskfree rate by counteracting the household's desire to smooth consumption in bad times with a desire for precautionary savings.
Moreover, consumption volatility risk is endogenous. Precautionary motives make investors sensitive to shocks in bad times, and lead to countercyclical consumption volatility. Countercyclical leverage and high risk aversion amplify the channel, and both types of amplification are parsimoniously provided by external habit.
The model is simple and mechanism is relatively robust. It thus has the potential to be extended and address other asset price and business-cycle issues. In a related paper, I add heterogeneous firms and show that this framework can address some facts about the value premium (Chen 2016a ). Code for this paper and the value premium paper are on my Web site https://sites.google.com/site/chenandrewy/. subject to intertemporal constraints
and within-period constraints
and (2) aggregates are consistent with firm choiceŝ
B. Interpretation of Habit
Here, I describe how deviating from Campbell and Cochrane (1999) specification of λ raises some questions regarding the interpretation of habit in the model. The key issue is that the constant λ of my model can make habit decrease in response to an increase in consumption, violating some traditional notions of habit. To see this differentiate log habit h t+1 with respect to log consumption c t+1 :
Thus if S t+1 is large enough, dh t+1 dc t+1
will be negative. However, the preferences of this paper still preserve the standard notion of habit in that H t is a geometric average of previous consumption. This can be seen by following the analysis of Campbell and Cochrane (1999) found in Campbell (2003) . Log-linearize the log surplus consumption ratio around the steady state: and plug this into the definition of the habit process (3)
The first approximation is due to (A.17) and then second is due to the fact that, on average, c t−j = μ. This approximation holds well in simulated data. Figure A .1 plots the simulated habit (divided by long-run productivity) and the approximation usingĥ t+1 ≈ 20 j =0 ρ j s c t−j , and both series line up nicely.
That habit should move nonnegatively with consumption everywhere is not required if one entertains a slow-moving, historical average of consumption as responsible for our current reference point for consumption. Moreover, Campbell and Cochrane's (1999) specification is also vulnerable to this this issue. Ljungqvist and Uhlig (2015) show that while habit moves positively with small movements in consumption, it can move negatively with large movements.
This issue is related Campbell and Cochrane's (1999) three requirements on λ(s t ). They require (1) the risk-free rate is constant, (2) habit is predetermined at the steady-state surplus consumption, and (3) habit is predetermined near the steady state. The first assumption is not critical for making habit move non-negatively with consumption. In my model, (2) is satisfied, but (3) is not. (3), in combination with Campbell and Cochrane's (1999) 
C. U.S. and Simulated Data
The risk-free rate is a forecast of the ex post real return of the 90-day Treasury-bill using the current Treasury-bill yield and the past 12 months of inflation following Beeler and Campbell (2012) .
Compustat data exclude pre-1963 data and financials (SIC 6000-6999). I merge Compustat data with quarterly CRSP data, and use the most recent Compustat annual observation (1963 Compustat data are used for all four quarters of 1964). This approach may understate the volatility of Debt and Total Assets, but it's the simplest reliable approach to using Compustat at a subannual frequency. Interpolating the quarterly data from the annual data produces similar results.
Debt is the sum of long-term debt and debt in current liabilities. Firm value is the sum of Debt and Market Equity. Tobin's q is the (market equity from CRSP + debt)/(total assets). Book equity is common/ordinary equity -Total.
Firm returns are the weighted average of the CRSP index and the Barclays U.S. Corporate Investment Grade Index . I use this index because the high yield index only goes back to 1983, and the empirical tests use highly persistent predictors. The Barclays index weight is debt/firm value. Zero coupon TIPs yields are calculated using the Gürkaynak, Sack, and Wright (2010) method on Barclays data.
Output is gross domestic product (GDP). Consumption is nondurable goods consumption plus services. Investment is fixed investment plus durable consumption. Total factor productivity is the not utilitization adjusted series from Fernald's (2014) publically available data.
Model moments are the mean moments across 500 simulations. Each simulation is twice as long as the data. The first half of each simulation is dropped to remove dependence on initial conditions.
D. Proofs for the Two-Period Model
Proof of Proposition 1. A change of variables shows that this model is equivalent to a standard consumption-savings problem. Shift consumption by assigning C * = C 1 −H 1 . Then date 1 consumption can be written as and for ease of notation I suppress the subscript 2 on R. For Y = 0, R random, and CRRA utility, C * (W,Y ) is strictly convex in W . That is, with CRRA utility and rate of return randomness, the introduction of any (even constant) future income is sufficient for generating strict convexity of the consumption function. This is not one of the sufficient conditions shown in Carroll and Kimball (1996) , so I will show that it is sufficient in what follows. The first bracket is negative simply because u > 0 and u < 0. To show that the second bracket is (strictly) positive, first note that, due to the CRRA specification, ⎤ ⎦ , and that due to the CRRA specification of u, the determinant of each component matrix is zero. Thus is positive semidefinite, so | |≥0. But our assumption for contradiction says is negative semidefinite, and so it must be that | | = 0. Now I use Lemma 1. The lemma states that if | | = 0, all of the component matrices must be proportional to one another. This means that for any states i and j the ratio of the diagonal terms of the corresponding matrices is equal, that is, for any i and j , (A.34) which is a contradiction, since R is random. Note that the presence of a nonzero income Y is critical because otherwise, I could not move from the fourth line to the fifth line in the equations above. 
